Assessment of glucose profiles in routine diabetes care

The regular documentation of glucose measurements during insulin and/or oral drug therapy, meal intake, and special events in the daily life are crucial for doctors in the treatment of patients with diabetes mellitus. Therefore, we developed a method, which allows objective, rapid and comprehensive review of glucose profiles for the first time. On the basis of glucose values, either recorded by self-monitoring of blood glucose or by a continuous glucose monitoring with a sensor system, the Q-Score can easily be computed. Classification by Q-Score is simple, time-saving, and useful in terms of daily treatment routine. In addition, it involves analysis of the contribution of individual glycemic components expressed as the Q-Score and enables assessment of therapeutic efficacy. The method for determining the Q-Score, evaluation of glucose readings and self-control data as well as presentation of results and the therapeutic advancement will be implemented into the telemedicine information and communication system TeleDIAB®, which is available via world-wide.
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Introduction

HbA1c reflects glycemic control of the last 8–12 weeks and is the gold standard in diabetes care. However, the advantage of glucose profiles for the assessment of metabolic control is actually intensively discussed [1–3]. Among others, glucose profiles allow evaluation of the variability, show trends for hypoglycemic events, and can be used to find causal relationships between glucose excursions, therapeutic interventions, and meal intake. Glucose profiles representing the actual metabolic control of the patient and are suitable to detect deficiencies in the metabolic management. In order to characterize glucose profiles and find appropriate parameters, a large number of studies have provided a bulk of data. More than 30 metrics for characterization of glucose profiles were published of which each focused only on a single aspect, e.g. the variability within one day, the mean glucose level, risk for hypo- or hyperglycemia and the mean of daily differences in the course of glucose measurements [4–17]. Routine clinical use by calculating up to 30 parameters for complete characterization of glucose profiles seems to be unrealistic. Moreover, an intra- and inter-individual comparison of glucose profiles will be difficult or even impossible. Therefore, we have recently developed a method that allows for the first time objective assessment of the quality of glucose profiles by calculating one single value, which we call Q-Score [18]. The Q-Score integrates 5 specific components of glucose profiles into a single value. Using the Q-score, physicians can obtain both an objective assessment of glucose profiles from their patients and derive therapeutic recommendations to improve glycemic control.

Methods

Using historical data from continuous glucose monitoring (CGM, n = 1562), 15 parameters, which are considered important for assessment of glucose profiles were calculated. The CGM data were obtained during a diabetes care program running from 2006 to 2010 in Germany. In order to identify those factors that determine the characteristics of the glucose profiles, a factor analysis with principal component analysis and varimax rotation was performed. This analysis yielded five primary factors that determined the glucose profile characteristics. As shown in Figure 1, these factors are mean glucose, glucose range, hypoglycemia (thypo), hyperglycemia (thyper), and mean of daily difference (MODD) which were used for constructing the formula for calculation of the Q-Score.

For practical use, the Q-Score was classified into the following categories: no risk, very low risk, moderate risk, high risk, and dangerous (Figure 2). This classification was verified by evaluation of n = 766 CGM profiles by independent diabetes specialists. They allocated the CGM profiles to one of the classifications listed below. The results of the classification were highly correlated with the specialists’ judgement (Kendall’s tau = 0.671, 0.787 and 0.751; p < 0.001).
Results and discussion

To probe the «selectivity» of the Q-Scores, glucose profiles of patients with diabetes were assigned to each of the category indicated in Figure 3. It can be seen that the values of the Q-Score correlated very well with the quality of glycemic control, as reflected by the glucose profiles of diabetic patients. Unlike the HbA1c value, regarded as long-term parameter for glycemic control, the Q-Score provides an objective view of the current metabolic status. For the Q-Score, the following categories were established: «no risk» < 4.0; «very low risk» 4.0 to 6.0; «moderate risk» from 6.0 to 8.5; «high risk» 8.5 to 12.0; «dangerous» > 12.0.

The assessment of glucose profiles using the Q-Scores shows the attending physician immediately the current status of metabolic control of his/her patients. Such a profound and grounded evaluation can not be derived from notebook or diary entries [19]. The calculation of the Q-Score provides an objective assessment of the glucose profiles whereas the assessment of diary data by more than one people may lead to individual differences. In contrast to existing services using notebook or diary data providing statistical methods to assist judgment of glycemic control the Q-Score summarizes important components for estimating the risk. This could be of advantage in routine clinical use.

One might ask what is the advantage of the Q-Score over other evaluation methods have? — Demonstrated by 3 examples of glucose profiles for each category in Figure 3, it can be seen that the individual glucose profile patterns within a specific category, e.g. in the case of «high risk», are different. This is due to the fact that, in individual cases, different factors contribute to the classification as «high risk». The profiles of the middle graph (Q-Score = 8.9) in the category «high risk» are characterized by pronounced hypoglycemic phases, whereas in the left panel (Q-Score 10.2) hyperglycemia is the main problem for poor metabolic control. Thus, the Q-Score addresses pertinent problems in relation to the current metabolic control.

As afore-noted, various components are involved in the evaluation of daily glucose profiles and calculation of the Q-Score, as illustrated in Figure 3. Analysis of the quantitative contribution of each component provides the therapeutic potential for improvement of glycemic control and can thus be used for personalized recommendations to overcome weakpoints (Fig. 4).
In the example shown in Fig. 4, both the nocturnal hypoglycemia and the large day-time variation of glucose levels are mainly responsible for the poor metabolic control. The differences between the individual 24-h profiles (MODD) are pronounced only during daytime hours, while at night, almost identical curves with low glucose levels are observed. This leads to the conclusion that in this case changing eating behavior may be beneficial to reduce hyperglycemia. The nocturnal phases of hypoglycemia, however, could indicate that overdosing of antidiabetic medication is the main problem in controlling glycemia. Overall, these examples demonstrate how valuable evaluation and assessment of glucose profiles could be for a family physician, using the Q-Score.

For the case shown in Figure 4, the corresponding results of therapeutic interventions based on the Q-Score analysis are demonstrated in Figure 5. Glucose monitoring after 12 and 24 months was accompanied by subsequent improvement in the Q-Score, illustrating close relationships between scoring and metabolic control.
Especially when glucose measurement is performed with test strips, as it is usually the case in the majority of patients, objective and comparable assessment of metabolic control could be obtained by using the KADIS® Program [18] and calculation of the Q-Score. Additional laboratory tests are not required for calculation of the Q-Score to get the full picture of the patient’s glycemic status. As there are additional therapeutic recommendations that can be derived, the presented approach could be a useful innovation for doctors and patients. Also the online availability will substantially expand the usefulness of the Q-Scores.
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Диабетті күнделікті емдеу ұрдісінде қанға қол ғақытқа ғанағатын қарап айтуға қатысатын құжаттарға қатысты көп жағдайларда, негізінде оріс, аділетін шаңдар, қеңістік әрекеттер, аурулар қатарында қолданыстыруға болады.

Глюкоза және инсулинді өлшеп, ол арқылы қан ғақытқа ғанағатын қарап айтуға қатысатын құжаттарға қатысты көп жағдайларда, негізінде оріс, аділетін шаңдар, қеңістік әрекеттер, аурулар қатарында қолданыстыруға болады.
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Оценка профилей глюкозы крови в процессе повседневного лечения диабета

Регулярная регистрация показателей контроля уровня глюкозы при терапии инсулином или таблетированными препаратами, использование дисет и специальные мероприятия в процессе лечения больных крайне важны для врачей в лечебном процессе. Нами разработан метод, который позволяет объективно, быстро и всеобъемлюще оценить профили уровня глюкозы в начале лечения. На основе определенных у больного показателей уровня глюкозы либо полученных при использовании методов самооконтроля, непрерывного мониторинга концентрации глюкозы с помощью датчиков можно легко вычислить Q-показатель. Его определение является несомненным, экономит время, а использование позволит лучшее качество ведение и анализ полученных данных по глюкозе у больных диабетом.

Показатели Q-показателя анализируются и оцениваются на основе его значения, а также выводятся в телемедицинских и системах связи TeleDIAB®, доступных по всему интернету.